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8p Face the  
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Guest: L.A. Banks 
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Title: Discussion of 
bad/disappointing 
books we’ve read   
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8p Drawing A 
Crowd  
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Face The Fiction Presents 
L.A. Banks 

  
 
Saturday, January 10, 2009,  8p 
Borders Books 
Ramsey, NJ 07446 
201.760.1967 
Event Name: Face The Fiction 
Guest Speaker: L.A. Banks 
The SFSNNJ proudly announces our guest speaker for the January 2009 Face The Fiction:  author L.A. Banks. 
Face The Fiction is the SFSNNJ's monthly general meeting, which occurs on the second Saturday of each 
month.  
 
L.A. Banks sites:  http://www.vampirehuntress.com/, http://www.leslieesdailebanks.com/.  
 

 

New York Times Best-selling author, L.A. Banks has penned over 35 novels and 12 novellas in a wide range of genres and 
is the recipient of the 2008 Essence Magazine Storyteller of the Year Award, as well as the 2008 Best 50 Women in 
Business Award for the State of Pennsylvania. 

Recently she was featured as a speaker on the HBO Special on Vampire Literature and Legends as a prelude to the True 
Blood premier. 

 
 In 1992, Banks added another facet to her career, entering the publishing industry.  She writes under the pseudonyms; 
L.A. Banks, Leslie Esdaile, Leslie E. Banks, Leslie Banks, and Leslie Esdaile Banks.  She has won several business as 
well as literary awards, and writes in genres as diverse as romance, women’s fiction, crime suspense, and paranormal.  
She has contributed to magazines, newspaper columns, and has written commercial fiction for a variety of major 
publishers:  St. Martin’s Press (NYC), Simon and Schuster (NYC), Kensington Publishing (NYC), BET/Arabesque 
(NYC), Genesis Press (MS), Parker Publishing, Harper, and Tor.  Her non-fiction work includes the riveting and 
motivational story of Bank's life journey in her contribution to the Chicken Soup for the African American Soul anthology. 

Banks’ writing career took a new twist in 2000 when she won the coveted contract with Paramount/Showtime in 
collaboration with Simon & Schuster/Pocketbooks to write a book series for the popular cable network television series, 
Soul Food.  Banks was also contracted to write the Universal Studios/Dark Horse Press novelization of the movie, 
Scarface, which takes a look at the main character Tony Montana's life two years before he emigrated from Cuba to 
American in 1978.  In addition, Banks penned a four-book crime thriller for Kensington/Dafina, beginning with Betrayal of 
the Trust, under her alternate pseudonym, Leslie Esdaile Banks.  From there, Banks transitioned into another hot genre—
the world of paranormal fiction, where she is currently penning a 12 book Vampire Huntress Legend series under the pen 
name, L.A. Banks, for St. Martin’s Press, as well as a hot new werewolf series, Crimson Moon Novels debuting spring 
2008. Banks is also moving into graphic novels and manga for her thriving Vampire Huntress Legends series, as well as a 
young adult paranormal sheroes and heroes series. 
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What’s Inside…  

 
 January 2009 calendar – note some time and location changes 

 Our January guest speaker, best-selling author, L.A. Banks! 

 A look ahead at our February guests, Peter Gutierrez and Rob 
Hauschild - 4 

 December Meeting Recaps:  5 - 10 

 Peter Gutierrez:  11 – 12.  This month we sadly reach the end of the 
serial, The Cruel Mirror:  When Horror Movies Are “Based on True Events” By 
Peter Gutiérrez.  This month’s installment – The Possessed.   Enjoy!    

 Second Hand Review (Aubrey Ward):  13 - 14 

 Trailer Trash (Aubrey Ward):  15 

 Upcoming Conventions:  16 
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February Face the Fiction 
Rob Hauschild - Rob Hauschild is a New Jersey-based writer, editor and cult film purveyor whose genre credits 
include Fangoria, Total Movie and RAMP, alongside many other mags and fanzines. His three-part series, "Heavy 
Horrors" compiles a history of heavy metal music and themes in horror movies and currently appears in Metal 
Maniacs magazine. Rob also founded and published the cult genre magazine VeX (1995-2000), and is presently co-
owner and producer for DVD label Wild Eye, focusing on offbeat horror and cult movies. Rob can be seen in the 
documentary Creature Feature: 50 Years of the Gillman, where he serves as expert on domestic and international 
movies that are knock-offs of the original Creature from the Black Lagoon; he is also featured/ interviewed in the 
upcoming Outlaw Horror Geeks: The Book and can currently be heard most Sunday nights at midnight on New 
Jersey freeform radio WFMU (91.1) as a guest of absurdist stunt radio host Professor Dum Dum.   

Peter Gutierrez - Peter Gutiérrez has been a professional writer for close to twenty years. He is probably best known 
for his work in comics in the 1990's when he wrote the best-selling indie title SHI:  THE WAY OF THE WARRIOR, 
eventually spending several years under contract developing a film version that was never produced.  The other 
comics characters he was fortunate enough to write include Grifter, Daredevil, and Witchblade. As an editor, he 
developed the historically-minded SHI:  SENRYAKU mini-series, which featured art by Jeff Smith, Joe Quesada, 
Marc Silvestri, and Jim Lee among others. In 1997, he was nominated for a Will Eisner Comic Industry Award for 
creating and writing SHI:  KAIDAN, a collection of original Japanese ghost stories on which he collaborated with 
Michael Kaluta, David Mack, and Stan Sakai. 

 These days Peter is still involved in the world of comics and graphic novels, focusing on their value to both literature 
and literacy. Recent speaking engagements include the ’08 and ’09 New York Comic Cons, SPLAT! (the graphic 
novel symposium), the New York City School Library Fall Conference, and Fordham University’s “Graphica in 
Education” conference in late January. On May 8 he will speak at a day-long celebration of comics and graphic 
novels at the combined Massachusetts Library Association and Massachusetts School Library Annual Conference. 
Much of his work in this area is done as an advisor to Diamond Book Distributors, to whose magazine BOOKSHELF 
he is a frequent contributor. He is also the graphic novel columnist for FOREWORD Magazine, and has written on the 
topic for GRAPHIC NOVEL REPORTER, SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, and COMIPRESS. 

Peter also uses comics in his teaching in the Montclair school system, where this past fall he taught “Super-Powered 
Comics Reading” and last winter he taught a media literacy course entitled "What Makes a Superhero Super?" He 
has been teaching film appreciation and media literacy since 1990, most recently last spring, with a course called 
"Fantasy Films, from Oz to Harry Potter." Peter has written on film for RUE MORGUE, SCREEN EDUCATION, and 
UGO NETWORKS in addition to small market horror publications such as SHROUD and WITHERSIN. His essay on 
Phil Mucci’s “silent horror flick” THE LISTENING DEAD will soon appear in the companion book to that film. 

For the library market Peter has authored nonfiction books on such topics as European literature and Asian culture, 
and has also written nonfiction and fiction for print and media publishers such as The Financial Times, Sesame 
Workshop, Harcourt, McGraw-Hill, and National Geographic. Peter is currently under contract to Scholastic for a book 
on scriptwriting in movies, comics, video games, and other media due out in the fall of 2010, the fifth book he has 
written for the publisher. His specialty is the use of high-interest media in the classroom and to this end has blogged 
on media and fandom for MIT's Project New Media Literacies. As a member of the Commission on Media of the 
National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE), the largest educator organization in the U. S., Peter helps organize 
its annual Media Gallery and is a consultant to its film festival. 

Very occasionally Peter still produces fiction; last summer two short stories of his were anthologized in DARK 
TERRITORIES, from GSHW, and in the third volume of READ BY DAWN, the international series affiliated with 
Edinburgh's Dawn by Dawn film festival. Other markets to which he has sold short genre fiction include APEX 
SCIENCE FICTION AND HORROR DIGEST, TQR STORIES, UNICORN 8 and RENDING THE VEIL. In 2006, the 
editors of the online literary magazine AntiMuse selected his horror poem, "his face, a rebuttal" for "Best in Show" 
honors. 

By day a consultant to print and media publishers such as Toon Books, Peter contributes to Firefox News in his spare 
time, interviewing filmmakers and writing on noir, horror and dark fantasy across media. However, the project in 2009 he 
is probably most excited about is writing the liner notes to a new zombie DVD from Wild Eye Releasing. 

www.myspace.com/peter_gutierrez 

www.linkedin.com/in/petergutierrez
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December Meeting Recap 

That's Science Fiction! – Tuesday, December 2 
Moderators: Aubrey Ward, Chris Hasselkus 
Title:  Ebbie, Charlie Brown Christmas 
Recap by: Ann-Marie 
 
We arrived at the library for our annual punishment, umm, treat for the holiday, to find a festively decorated room.  Aubrey outdid 
himself with garland, tablecloth, holiday napkins & cups and an amazing display of snacks - cupcakes, brownies, fruit, candy 
canes, juice and eggnog!  Liz Marcus also very thoughtfully brought a tin with chocolates.  Big thanks to Aubrey for his consistent 
efforts and thoughtful gestures.  Thanks also to Liz M for her chocolates. 
  
Apparently we were bad yet again, because we were subjected to another of Chris' "uplifting, heart-warming" little movies.  Last 
year we had explosions, bombs, missing mothers, families torn apart  - oddly, this year topped even that. 
  
This year's instrument of torture, Ebbie, had expectant mothers dying on Christmas, the resulting poor motherless little girl, greed, 
rejected & spurned lovers, and the coup de grace - a man dying from a heart attack at a restaurant table.  Are you uplifted yet? 
  
Of course, adding to the festive nature of the film was the eerie green cast over the film.  As we were watching the movie, all you 
could here was Bill's voice saying, "where's the red?"  So, Ebbie, in true SF fashion told a different kind of Christmas tale - Ebbie 
and family were obviously aliens!!  Green aliens!  Her driven, selfish ways weren't bad, they were normal for aliens. 
  
Now, Chris will tell you it was a heart-warming film.  Run!  The film, starring Susan Lucci as the self-involved, overly driven 
Elizabeth Scrooge, Ebbie for short, is a re-telling of the classic A Christmas Carol.  
  
The movie starts out showing Ebbie as we know her today - the cold, nasty, greedy and basically inhuman head of Dobson's 
Department Store.  She has no human interaction unless it provides a benefit to her precious department store.  She has no 
friends; she has people who do her bidding.  To her, the holidays are not about friends and family, it's about profit and dollar 
signs.  She decorates the store, but only because it looks good to do so.  We meet her as she's storming through the store telling 
people they have to work on Christmas day, firing a security man and ignoring all social niceties. 
  
Night falls; Ebbie goes home to her empty luxury condo and her even emptier refrigerator.  Her former partner, Jake Marley, pays 
her a visit.  Unfortunately for Ebbie, Marley is deader than a doornail.  Marley explains the two of them had the wrong idea about 
life.  Ebbie will have three 'appointments' that night.   
  
First up, the ghosts of Christmas Past.  Ebbie thinks it's an elaborate trick because the ghosts resemble the perfume girls from 
Dobsons.  She quickly realizes this is no joke and goes on a journey of self-discovery.  Her painful visit to her past shows a young, 
kind Ebbie with some awful beginnings.  You watch how her path to her current selfish self evolved.   
  
Awaiting her return is ghost of Christmas Present (not CCH Pounder!).  Christmas Present shows Ebbie the life of her over-
worked assistant, Roberta 'Robbie' Cratchet, complete with sick child Tiny Tim.  The way her niece thinks of her even though 
Ebbie has no use for her.  Miss I'm-All-About-$ is realizing how unpopular and miserable she is. 
  
To add insult to injury, her final appointment is Christmas Future (or to be more precise Future that May Be).  This final journey is 
a resounding slap.  Ebbie decides to change her nasty ways and becomes a generous, loving dynamo.  Uh huh.  Uplifting, heart-
warming, blah, blah. 
  
The moral of the story - you guys better start being good now or lord knows what Chris will inflict on us next time!  Santa will be 
watching! 
  
We followed Ebbie with A Charlie Brown Christmas.  I'm still trying to figure out how that pathetic little tree became full when a few 
ornaments got stuck on it.   
  
We continued the festive feelings at the diner.  Barry, in a true uplifting holiday manner (not an Ebbie one) had handouts listing 
Christmas specials - the 25 Days of Christmas on ABC Family and CBS.  Conversation was diverse, fun and enjoyable.  It was a 
very nice way to end TSF! for 2008.   
  
We begin TSF! 2009 with a fun idea from Aubrey, Bombs Away - the duds.  Ever notice how it's the stinkers that provide the most 
fun?  Aubrey's film will be Bad Taste.  Here's to a fantastic 2008 and an even better 2009. 
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December Meeting Recap 

Modern Masters – Friday, December 5 
Moderator:  Todd Ehrenfels 
Title:  Breakaway:  A Cassandra Kresnov Novel by Joel Shepherd 
Recap:  Ann-Marie 
 
December's Modern Masters was particularly enjoyable.  We sat enjoying our dinner accompanied by music that Barry had 
provided.  We sat listening to Brother Iz, a Hawaiian singer who sadly passed away too soon.  His smooth cover of Somewhere 
Over the Rainbow and What A Wonderful World gave us pleasant background while we ate and chatted about music.  Gene - S -
A- T -U -R - D - A- Y night!  Liz B said we should start every meeting with soothing songs. 
  
At 8p, Todd announced we would begin the meeting officially and that as soon as he started the meeting Aurelia would arrive.  He 
was right - not 5 minutes after Todd began the introduction to Breakaway, Aurelia strolled in the door.   She told us the meeting 
could now begin. 
  
Breakaway, follow-up to Crossover, got a thumb's up from the attendees who had read it.  Breakaway:  A Cassandra Kresnov 
Novel by Joel Shepherd begins two months after the end of Crossover.  Todd and Liz both felt this story had more character 
development, more political intrigue, and less action-type scenes than the first.  Chris, while absent from the meeting, provided a 
handout with a summary and review that we used to get things rolling. 
  
The story, set on the planet Callay in the year 2543, centers on Cassandra Kresnov, a GI.  GI stands for General Issue - she is in 
fact, an artificial person.  In this book, normal (meaning human, non-GI) people are called 'straights.'  The main character, 
Cassandra, has developed a side effect her creators hadn't counted on - emotions.  As Liz B said, "she has morality making her 
more human than some of the humans." 
  
In the book, two sides are warring - the League and the Federation.  Terrorism and underground movements are rife.  Callay is a 
target.  Political intrigue abounds.  The Federation Navy is introduced, there's a hostage situation and humor thrown in.  Todd and 
Liz both did a great job of describing the story and offering their take on things.  One of Liz B's favorite things in the story is the 
'underground underworld.'  She felt the scenes well done and enjoyed the description of the underground city and it's workings.  
Gene said it sounded like Metropolis and Todd and Liz agreed that was an apt parallel. 
  
Barry, not having read the book, did a great job representing those of us who did not read the book.  He asked questions about 
the book, the author and then some to divert attention away from "didn't read it."  Kudos!  His question about the cover art kept 
Todd answering for some time and has us oohing and aahing over the cover.  His random outburst of, "the author's Australian, did 
you know that," also led us on a diversionary trail.  I am still wondering about basketball though.  Don't ask.  He than asked Todd 
how far off he thought artificial intelligence was - slick.... very slick.   Aurelia, one of us 'who had not read the book,' caught on and 
asked, " is the book a stand alone?"  Liz took this answer and offered that, " while not impossible to read alone, you would miss a 
lot not having read the first." 
  
Todd gave the book a thumb's up and is reading the third book in the series.  Liz felt she needed a break before tackling book 
three.    Todd felt that Joel Shepherd did a good job of injecting humor into the storyline to keep things from getting too dark.  
Overall, the book was recommended.  Todd looked at his laptop and realized we had two minutes to clear out!  We gathered up 
our things and headed outside.  We chatted briefly and headed home.  Great meeting, very nice time.  
 

Suspense Central – Monday, December 8 
Moderator:  Aurelia Long 
Title:  Say Goodbye by E.J. Rand 
Recap by:  Ann-Marie 
 
A fun group met at Fuddruckers to discuss Say Goodbye with author E.J. Rand.  Attendees had a fun time and learned not only 
how Ed Rand approaches his writing, but got a sneak peak into his next two books. 
 
Ed did a great job of providing background information on not only how he came to be published, but also how he gets his ideas, 
develops his ideas and develops his characters.  He did have to tell Chris that Becca hasn’t been killed off.  Chris was beside 
himself with worry over one of the main characters, Becca.  That’s the kind of book Ed writes.  You care – you care about the 
characters, the story, the outcome.   As Jo put it, “it’s a sprint to the finish.” 
 
Ed’s book Say Goodbye is the first in the Reluctant Sleuth series.  It opens with poor Norm getting SUV’d and thinking how he 
would have worn different clothes if he’d known he was going to die that day.  Norm’s wife – now widow - Hannah, reaches out to 
her neighbor for help.  She knows it was murder.  She’s not buying for one minute the police story that Norm’s death was an 
‘accident.’  Poor unwitting neighbor Gary steps in to help, against his better judgment.  Ergo the reluctant part of the title.   Becca, 
the only witness to the ‘accident’ enters the story and Gary’s life.  What happens when the right woman enters a man’s life when 
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December Meeting Recap 

he’s obtuse and stubborn?  Yep, mayhem, a great mystery, and a love story.  Many twists and turns later you find you’re worried 
about Gary & Becca, while trying to figure out who is the killer humming in that eerie fashion. 
 
Ed read an excerpt from both Perfect Cover (book 2) and Higher Calling (book 3).  The teasers left us wanting more, and copies 
of Perfect Cover were grabbed quickly.  We got to see the anticipated cover of Higher Calling, and even got some info on the next 
book (book 4).  This one takes place on a cruise and somehow involves body parts and a food processor.  We can’t wait.  

 

Drawing A Crowd – Wednesday, December 10 
Topic:  Year-end Summary 
Recap:  Aubrey Ward 
 
"Xmas With The Punisher" 
  
It was a pretty light for the DACs final meeting for 2008. Some things like to close out on the quiet side, I guess. 
  
A few of us gathered at New Moon Comics to discuss comics and stuff. Barry took on the role as moderator and got the ball rolling 
with the recent film "Punisher: War Zone". This new flick is the sort-of sequel to 2004's "The Punisher". Both films are based on 
the Marvel comic book character and his various series.  
  
Being that I was the only one in the room that saw it I gave a brief synopsis of the film. How brief was it?  
  
Six years after killing the mobsters that murdered his family Frank Castle is still continuing his one man war against criminals. 
When an undercover agent is caught in Frank's crossfire he questions whether The Punisher is a messiah or a menace. 
  
War Zone led to talk about the previous Punisher films (including the campy cult classic from 1989 starring Dolph Lundgren) and 
eventually we started gabbing about the Punisher character in various Marvel comics. 
  
The film preview of "Push" was mentioned. I think we all expressed interest in seeing the lovechild of "X-Men" and "Heroes". 
We also talked about the upcoming "The Spirit". Frank Miller's involvement and the visual style were of particular interest.  
  
Mike Piazza shared a bombshell of personal trivia. During the talk about Will Eisner, legendary comic book pioneer and creator of 
The Spirit, Mike revealed that he attended art classes taught by Eisner himself! Eisner even encouraged Mike to continue in his 
quest for comic book stardom. Personally, I was blown away and highly impressed.  
  
Steven contributed some fun facts about a group of fans that have created Star Trek webisodes. Some of the stories (or perhaps 
all? I don't remember exactly) were written by actual ST scribes.  
  
Um, Steven, I'm sorry but you'll have to fill in the details on that one because I didn't have a pen and paper to jot down all the 
details. Thanks, dude! 
  
So all's well that ended sort of well. I must take this opportunity to thank Rob for opening his store entrance for us crazy and 
deranged comic book freaks. We are forever in your debt (but the expiration for that debt is 12/31/08 so use it quickly).  
  
Thanks to Barry & Steven for providing such meaty and chat worthy topics for the evening's discussion. 
  
And of course, thanks to the members who have braved rain, hail and Skrull Invasions to attend DAC and give the moderator 
someone to talk to besides the four walls (and that large statue of the warrior woman in the corner).  
  
Ah, Drawing A Crowd is so like that proverbial box of chocolates. You really never quite know what you're gonna get. Have a 
superheroic or evil villainous holiday everybody!!  

 

Face The Fiction - Saturday, December 13 
Moderator: Ann-Marie Brown; Co-moderator Steve Spinosa 
Guest Speaker:  Jersey Devil Hunters Group, Sandy Schlosser 
Recap by:  Ann-Marie 
 
Our 2008 Face the Fiction/Holiday Dinner was truly a wonderful night.  Everything was perfect.  Fantastic food (Todd rules 
supreme in the kitchen), amazing guest speakers (big thanks to the Jersey Devil Hunters Group and Sandy Schlosser), a beautiful 
venue and great company all made for a very special night. 
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December Meeting Recap 

  
The evening began with snacks and a variety of finger foods set up for people to enjoy as they filtered in.  The Book/Movie swap 
table was set up for people to take a look - as Peter (with his lovely family in tow) put it, "I'm hovering to see what new things get 
put out because this stuff goes fast."  People milled about chatting, catching up, and enjoying the food and company.  
Nancy Denker joined us and worked her way around the room catching up with friends and bringing people up-to-date about 
her.  Two tables and a kitchen pass-through were laden with food, beverages and appetizers (pizza bites, cheese platter, fresh-
baked bread, salad and more).  Thom Purdy even made it all the way from Baltimore.  Liz Marcus very generously went around 
the room taking pictures for me while I helped out in the kitchen.  She even had people smiling!  Also taking pictures was Paul. 
  
Around 7p Todd began serving homemade minestrone soup - delicious doesn't begin to cover it.  He followed the soup with 
sausage, meatballs, pasta w/ sausage, vegetarian pasta and brasciole.  There was enough for a small army.  We were stuffed 
and the food was unbelievable.  Great job Todd and thank you.  We were also lucky enough to have great helper, Carson 
Gutierrez, keeping things in order as Todd and I served up the food and Bill sliced up fresh-baked bread. 
  
We sat enjoying a delicious meal while The Jersey Devil Hunters began their presentation slightly after 8p.  They were amazing!  
Not only did they provide an awesome visual PowerPoint presentation, they also had audio clips.  The Jersey Devil Hunters (5 in 
all) took turns discussing various details about the Jersey Devil.  Topics were clear, concise and quite interesting.  The pictures 
taken at an investigation site were cool and had many audience members raising their hands to ask questions.  The presentation 
was well-thought out and a lot of fun.   
  
The presentation began with a history of the legend and variations of the legend, moved through sightings, investigations and 
investigation techniques.  The members each took a turn discussing a portion of the presentation.  They provided facts, pictures, 
and answers for every questions given to them.  It was clear that they not only knew the material, but also enjoy what they do.  
Their enthusiasm made for a delightful discussion.  Thorough answers to questions, great pictures, a combination of fact-lore-
history-humor (that poor painted kangaroo) kept us completely entertained and interested.  The audience was so engrossed that 
we couldn't wait for the end for questions.  Barry asked whether there was a particular time sightings took place (i.e. day vs. night, 
with night and dusk having the most), and if a certain time of year had more sightings (January and February have the most 
sightings - this January is the 100th Anniversary of the first sighting).  Peter wondered how the group sifts through 'sightings' and 
handles potential hoax issues.  Chris asked if they were prepared for the possibility of hoaxes in January because of the 
anniversary.  Thom and Bill also had some questions.  The group answered each question completely, enthusiastically and 
knowledgeably. 
  
An investigation with pictures was discussed.  Several pictures showing what appeared to be cloven hoof prints in the snow on a 
rooftop were displayed.  Questions flew.  How big, what was the stride, was a cast made, what was the distance from the trees to 
the roof, was the landing heard, etc. were all answered.  They even had a huge binder filled with details.  One of the most 
appealing things about the group is the way they presented themselves.  They admitted that many think the Jersey Devil doesn't 
exist and think anyone 'looking' for it is a tad...off.  Laura Leuter made it a point to mention that when they investigate they are 
looking to confirm and will debunk when possible, and, if when all is said and done there is no Jersey Devil, at least they've 
learned a lot about Jersey history.  Very cool.   
  
Kate Landis presented the group one of her original drawings of the Jersey Devil.  Kate's Jersey Devil artwork is being used in 
one of Jonathan Maberry's books and the Jersey Devil group was also quite interested. 
  
The Devil Hunters wrapped up, answered more questions and we took a break for dessert and coffee.  The dessert table outdid 
itself.  Donuts, cakes, fudge!, cookies, chocolates, and a slew of tempting delights were there for the taking complete with hot 
coffee (decaf and regular no less).  We took our treats, sat down and Sandy was up next.  
  
Sandy once again kept us on the edge of our seats with a completely new presentation.  This year it was a PowerPoint with 
pictures from the creepy places she gets to visit.  Very nice touch, which added to the chill factor.  Covered this time was 
Texas.  The Alamo had its creepy side exposed and did you know they herd cattle with big ole white pickups?  A fun tale about a 
Texas Ranger and chestnuts, a mine cave-in & a mule (giving Sandy her "schmaltz" fix), and a creepy tale with the message that 
the handkerchief isn't worth going back for!  Leave it to Sandy to scare the heck out us on a cold, dark night.  This is why we can't 
wait to have her back!  She left us with the pleasant thought that if the Jersey Devil didn't swoop down and get us, some creepy 
ghost would.  We can't get enough.  There's a reason her books sell out so fast.   
  
Sadly, we had to end the fun before we turned into pumpkins.  Everyone pitched in for the cleanup.  We continued chatting while 
cleaning up, reluctant to end the night.  Truly a wonderful night. 
  
Thank you to our fantastic guests the Jersey Devil Hunter Group and Sandy Schlosser.  Thank you to Dean Cartier/Chris H. for 
the beautiful venue.  Thank you Todd for the food overdose that would make Bacchus envious.  Thank you Barry for the delicious 
coffee that kept us fueled.  Thanks to Steve S for his introduction (and the fudge - lol).  Thanks Liz M for taking pics for me and the 
goodies you brought.  Thanks to everyone who brought food/goodies/books/movies/etc. - there are too many of you to name 
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December Meeting Recap 

individually - but please know your thoughtfulness and generosity is always appreciated.  You all know who you are - big THANK 
YOU. 

 

Films to Come - Wednesday, December 17 
Moderator:  Barry Weinberger 
Recap by:  Ann-Marie 
 
Films to Come wrapped up its 2008-year with a very nice gathering at Panera.  Several of us arrived early, grabbed some food 
and sat chatting while we waited for the rest of the peanut gallery to show up. 
  
Barry, our wise and revered bringer of all things entertainment, opened the meeting with the Top Grossing Films (not adjusted for 
inflation) for 2008-to-date.  He did make mention that High School Musical III, the omnipresent elephant in the room, failed to 
make the list.  Rounding out the top 5 slots: 
1) Dark Knight 
2) Iron Man 
3) Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull 
4) Hancock 
5) Wall-E 
  
He then moved on to a fun addition.  Barry provided an article listing Under- and Over-rated films from Nathan Lee 
(http://www.wnyc. org/news/ articles/ 118156).  Barry likes the dissenting opinions ;)  He moved to the recaps of October, 
November and December films and referred back to this article when a movie made the list.  Let the arguing begin! 
  
First to make the Over-rated list was Rachel Getting Married.  It was fun to hear Lee's take.  His offering for what he felt was the 
over-rated Dark Knight:  "Could Christian Bale please be a little more boring?"   
  
Barry moved through the October films and asked attendees to chime in when they'd seen the film.  Himself, Mr. Brian Keveney, 
had seen many films and provided some hysterical tidbits.  Barry and Brian gave us a lot of entertainment value.  Barry would 
read the movie title and Brian would excitedly raise his hand (think "oooh, oooh, Mr. Carter").  Barry would respond with, "Go," 
and off Brian would go.  Adding to the melee was Aubrey, also providing some truly funny moments with Brian (you had to be 
there for Brian & Aubrey's little tete a tete regarding The Day the Earth Stood Still). 
  
Notable film discussion moments of the evening: 
Max Payne:  Brian had seen it and liked it, but had us confused when he announced there were no demons.  Todd was sure he 
saw demons in the trailers. 
Beverly Hills Chihuahua:  Brian opened this one with, "Ana made me see it."  Then begrudgingly admitted that it was funny and 
he enjoyed it. 
City of Ember:  Brian got a go on this one too.  His take?  He thought the post-apocalyptic culture portrayed was believable. 
Saw V:  Aubrey reviewed this one for FireFox.  He did watch 1 - 4 for a sense of the franchise.  He noted that while V offered 
closure for 1 - 4, it did leave an opening for VI.  Barry quipped, "so, there was some cauterizing. "  Then promptly told me, "write 
that down, no one appreciates. "  All I could think of was the character 'Data' Wong in Goonies (played by Jonathan Ker Qua), 
with his inventions, booby traps and Pinchers of Peril.  He has a scene where he's feeling most unappreciated for his inventions 
and remarks: "Then some guy tells me I have stupid inventions. I've been spending months and months studying on them and 
inventing them. God! No one appreciates. "  Poor 'Data' Barry. 
Australia:  Aubrey felt it was an ode to epics of the past like Titanic and Gone With The Wind.  Barry was in the middle.  He felt it 
was a handsome film, epic, but didn't hit the mark. 
Milk:  made Lee's over-rated list. 
Quantum of Solace:  Brian did not care for the camera work- too jumpy.  Todd agreed and added that it was impossible to keep 
track of characters because they were all dressed alike.  Chris felt it was not as good as Casino Royale.  Barry felt Bond was too 
formidable (he wanted him to get beat up). 
Twilight:  Aubrey thought the female lead was good but did not like Edward - do not get him going on the hair - lol. 
The Day The Earth Stood Still:  Brian had a bone to pick with Aubrey on this one.  He felt Aubrey's review was...off.  I believe his 
exact words were, "that movie was way worse than Aubrey let on."  Brian thought the science was screwed up, the message was 
bad, would not recommend it.  Aubrey liked the message but agreed Keanu may have left something to be desired. 
  
It was about this time Todd announced, "we have 8 minutes til closing."  Barry responded with, "and that brings me to Valkyrie, " 
as he gathered up his papers and brought the meeting to a close.  Very fun meeting - informative, enlightening and we look 
forward to harassing...supporting Barry in 2009. 
  
Note:  it was voted on before the meeting that in 2009 we will have an earlier start time for Films, 7p, to allow for more time.  We 
will forgo the pre-meeting and dine following the meeting (which we usually do anyway even with the pre-meeting).  We'll see how 
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December Meeting Recap 

this works.  Big thank you to Barry for a great job. 

 

Themes of the Fantastic – Tuesday, December 30, 2008 
Moderators:  Steve Spinosa, Bill Wagner 
Topic:  2008 in Review 
Recap:  Steve Spinosa 
 
Last night the Themes group met to discuss favorite media and/or highlights of the year. Master Bill started us off on a sentimental 
note by saying that Kathy H. making it out to the last meeting of the year is a highlight considering she has to come up from 
Somerville (awww!). I then followed up by saying that I was sure that Master Chris's choice would be Mamma Mia, then Chuck 
mentioned Indiana Jones 4, The Dark Knight, and a recipe for liquored ice cream. Kathy took center stage early on, ripping the 
remake of The Day The Earth Stood Still that was released on Christmas Day (she did like the X-Files movie & the new season of 
Doctor Who). Masters Bill & Barry had the most suggestions between them, including the following: new episodes of Battlestar 
Galactica, a reference to the periodical Argus Weekly (from a Burroughs book) which contained an article on cannibals preferring 
dark meat, the TV shows Big Bang Theory & I Married a Princess (with real-life Princess Catherine Oxenberg), Charlie Sheen 
being THE rational adult in his relationship, The Sci-Fi Spectacular at the Lafayette Theatre in Suffern in October, and the TV 
series Fear Itself & Scare Tactics(Kathy didn't like either of those). Other suggestions that came up included True Blood (based 
on guest Charlaine Harris's novels-Todd), The Sky People by S.M. Stirling (Todd & Steve R.), Jell-O Shots (from Steve R after a 
riff on alcohol damage caused by chugging from Kathy), The theramin performance at Lafayette Theatre (me & Barry), Expelled 
(mentioned by Jim but nobody heard him), Joss Whedon's Dr. Horrible.net (Rob the store owner), The Simpsons Movie (Craig) 
plus a discussion over the tangled legal situation over the movie rights to the graphic novel The Watchman before Bill adjourned 
the meeting at 10:00 p.m.  
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Peter Gutierrez   

The Cruel Mirror:  When Horror Movies Are “Based on True Events” By Peter Gutiérrez   
 
More than any other film genre, horror has a problematic relationship with the real.  Sure, war movies are presumably 
based upon real wars, but although their political motives are sometimes questioned, their carnage is rarely viewed 
as in bad taste, let alone exploitative.  Horror movies, on the other hand, cross some kind of moral threshold when 
they become “based on true events” since horror, especially in its paranormal mode, can clearly exist and be effective 
when completely divorced from reality.  Yet when they venture away from fantasy, horror movies become both more 
sobering and somehow more intriguing as a result.  Think about it.  Remove the “inspired by” tagline from films as 
different as the fraudulent The Amityville Horror (1979, 2005) and the widely respected Henry:  Portrait of a Serial 
Killer (1986) and how does your gut reaction to them change?  Are the films inherently as compelling?  To feed 
audience expectations by saying that what’s on the screen “actually happened” plays into the universally 
voyeuristic— some would say cruel— aspects of the medium itself:  the photographic realism that helps cinema mimic 
life is heightened by claiming that the narrative itself is real.  And on a kind of existential level, the moment we frame 
screen horror as residing in the same world that we do, the psychological assault on the audience becomes more 
pronounced:  “This could really happen to you and yours because, check it out, it really happened to other folks just 
like you.”      
 
To gauge the upside of establishing such real-world bonafides, one need only recall the entire class of horror films 
that try so hard to look reality-based even when they’re not.  Obvious examples include The Blair Witch Project 
(1999) and Cloverfield (2008) as well as, most interestingly, George Romero’s work, whether Diary of the Dead 
(2007) or Night of the Living Dead (1968), with its similar docu-vibe.  By way of comparison, how many gangster 
sagas or rom-coms employ a vérité approach to evoke heightened first-person experiences? 
 
However, for all its generic potency, in terms of horror’s cultural position, referencing real events is usually a losing 
proposition.  While readers and creators of horror literature rarely get charges of sadism leveled at them by the 
mainstream, their counterparts in film frequently do, largely because non-fans equate screen violence with real-world 
violence.  But when the film in question is purportedly reflecting something historical, the commonsense defense of 
“Hey, it’s not real, it’s just a movie” becomes greatly diluted.  To put it bluntly, it’s hard to cheer on the body count 
when you know it’s a surrogate measure for corpses that did hit the floor at one point.  Still, movies like the execrable 
Copycat (1995), with its brief but glib quoting of real-life tragedies, offend me far more than the graphic yet serious-
minded approach of something like Jim Van Bebber’s The Manson Family (2003). 
 
So bearing such issues in mind, let’s examine a few horror archetypes, their real-life embodiments, and the varying 
degrees of success that filmmakers have had translating them to the screen.   
The 
Archetype 

What History Says “Just the Facts, Ma’am”  Inspired By…  Distant Cousins  

The 
Madman 
 
 

Despite the fact that 
softspoken Wisconsinite Ed 
Gein made numerous 
household curios out of 
corpses, a case can 
probably be made that he 
only partly belongs under 
the category heading of 
“Ghoul.”  The multiple layers 
of his psychosis, from his 
mother fixation to his 
attempts at transgendering 
himself by wearing the skin 
and genitalia of women, 
mark him as a slightly 
different kind of monster.  
We can understand more 
easily the motives of a 
Burke and Hare, but Gein 
has “Otherness” writ loud all 
about him…  and is 
undoubtedly one of the 
reasons he enjoys near 
legendary status in the 

The opening sequence 
with actual footage of 
Gein’s arrest and 
farmhouse gives it away:  
Ed Gein (2000) (aka In 
the Light of the Moon) 
takes its real-life source 
material very seriously.  
And for the most part the 
movie honors it 
admirably, relying more 
on Steve Railsback’s 
remarkable low-key 
performance than on 
dramatically inflated 
Grand Guignol moments.  
Like many of the films 
listed here, it collapses 
the historical timeline, 
making it seem that 
Gein’s two confirmed 
victims were killed over a 
short span rather than 
three years apart.  The 

It’s a toss-up, really, 
whether the cult film 
Deranged (1974) should 
be included in the same 
bracket as Ed Gein.  
Certainly its faux-
documentary style and 
similarly subtle lead 
performance would argue 
in its favor— but the script 
also changes Gein’s name 
to “Ezra Cobb.”  In 
contrast, Ed Gein: The 
Butcher of Plainfield 
(2007) takes so many 
liberties with the known 
facts that it’s perhaps a 
better fit for the column to 
the right.  What’s most 
troubling is that the huge 
Kane Hodder plays Gein as 
an intimidating presence 
whereas part of the 
enduring creepiness of the 

Without question, Ed 
Gein’s life has inspired a 
more impressive array of 
American horror movies 
than anyone else’s, with 
no less than three 
landmark films:  Psycho 
(1960), The Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre 
(1974), and Silence of 
the Lambs (1991).  
Psycho plays up the 
devotion-to-Mom angle 
and of course the cross-
dressing whereas TCM 
takes the “Redneck 
Gothic” elements and 
runs with them.  
Interestingly, Lambs splits  
Gein between two 
characters:  Buffalo Bill 
aims to make a custom 
suit from his female 
victims while Hannibal 
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annals of American crime. script also re-enacts the 
death of Gein’s brother at 
his hands, an event that 
can only be speculated 
about…  and inexplicably 
changes the context from 
a dubious brush fire to a 
hunting party.      

story derives from Gein’s 
“harmless weirdo” persona.  
If you’re not going to use 
that in your dramatization, 
why use Gein as your 
subject in the first place? 

Lecter acts out Gein’s 
cannibalistic tendencies.  
In short, no other real-life 
character other than Jack 
the Ripper can be said to 
have exerted such a 
profound influence on the 
genre. 
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Second Hand Review by Aubrey Ward  
 
The Day The Earth Stood Still (2008) 
  
This remake of the sci-fi film classic doesn't waver too 
far from the source. In fact, the "remakers" tacked on 
a bunch of new features to upgrade the flick for 
today's multitasking generation. 
  
Klaatu (Keanu Reeves) arrives on our terra firma to 
deliver a message to the world leaders. The message 
being that his people believe that the Earth would be 
better off without us pesky humans messing up the 
ecostructure. So, they're planning to exterminate all 
homosapiens from the planet. But before he can set 
foot off the ship a bullet strikes him down and off to 
the top secret government lab he goes.  
  
First contacter, Helen Benson (Jennifer Connelly), is 
sympathetic towards Klaatu while US Defense 
Secretary Regina Jackson (Kathy Bates) is treating 
him as an interstellar terrorist. Klaatu escapes, hooks 
up with Helen and a whole lotta drama is set in 
motion. But the number one issue is to convince 
Klaatu to call off the extermination of the human race. 
  
No one does blank and sterile like Keanu. I've told all 
my friends that he's basically Neo without the kung fu 
downloads. Jennifer Connelly is brilliant, of course, as 
Klaatu's driver/human diplomat. While she's trying to 
convince Klaatu to spare her people she's also trying 
to deal with her troubled son, Jacob (Jaden Smith). 
Jacob is a major contrast from the Benson boy, 
Bobby, in the 1951 movie. One notable difference, 
aside from the obvious, is that Jacob is sullen and 
rude. A typical kid of the digital age who gives more 
attention to his PSP than he does to his mama. Well, 
step-mama, that is. 

 
Ms. Bates leads the governmental 
perspective. Military and law enforcement are quicker 
to shoot than sit and chat during these terrorist 
affected times. Most of the brass are typical of 
the jerks we've seen in other sci-fi movies. But I liked 
that Secretary Jackson has a compassionate side. I 
didn't see her as a typical bad guy but rather as 
someone striving to protect her people from an 
unknown threat. She's just doing her job and following 
orders. Not to give it all away but she eventually starts 
to consider the pleadings of the scientists that want to 
approach this situation in a less violent way.  
  
The big effects include the energy globes that replace 
the UFO from the original flick, 
Klaatu's demonstrations of power, and any scene 
involving Klaatu's bodyguard, Gort. 
  
My Grade: B+ 
  
I'll put it this way: I don't think one film is better than 
the other. Both films reach the same destination but 
the 1951 flick takes the direct approach while the 
2008 blockbuster chooses a more scenic route. I was 
most relieved that the message was kept intact and 
that Gort wasn't overused.  
  
Oh and I saw it in IMAX and wasn't thoroughly 
impressed. I mean, if you're heavy into IMAX 
then don't let me stop you but it seemed like the 
regular AMC Theater experience woulda sufficed and 
been a little cheaper, too.  
 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
High School Musical 3:  Senior Year 

This one's for you, Stephen!  
  
You know the stars. You know the songs. You know 
the company. Now High School Musical (HSM to the 
cool crowd) gets the big screen treatment.  
  
Was it worth the ticket purchase? I thought so. If ya 
like musicals then you'll probably enjoy this. If you're 
an HSM fan you'll probably need someone sitting by 
you with smelling salts. I can imagine the tweens 
passing out from seeing certified cuties like Zac Efron 
and Corbin Bleu on the big screen running around in 
those basketball outfits as the sweat drips off of their 
glistening faces and toned biceps... 
  
Oh right, the plot.... so it's senior year for our Wildcats 
gang. Being this is the last year our characters are put 

though their biggest personal dramas yet. Gabriella 
(Vanessa Hudgins) is torn between staying close to 
home with her boyfriend Troy (Zac Efron) or going to 
Stanford. Troy is conflicted because he's 
been groomed to attend the University of 
Albuquerque but other schools have sent him more 
intriguing offers. Sharpay (Ashley Tisdale) is 
scheming again. This time she wants to nab the 
Julliard Scholarship and works to use the big year-
end show as her live audition tape.  
  
Whoo! So Troy is still trying to decide whether he 
wants to pursue basketball or acting. Troy is again 
wrestling with whether to please his father (Bart 
Johnson) or follow his own path. Troy and Gabriella's 
relationship is again on the rocks because of the 
looming long distance strain. Sharpay is manipulating 
to get what she wants and dragging her poor brother, 
Ryan (Lucas Grabeel) along for the ride. And all of 
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this and more is told through a lot of singing and 
dancing. 
  
I know, I know. What the heck is a sadistic divo like 
me doing with HSM? Well, the films do have a certain 
charm to them. Oh yeah, I like a good bloody flick or a 
campy indie romp any day but sometimes it's nice to 
watch a wholesome picture with wholesome 
characters and snazzy choreography. 
  
While I did enjoy the movie, critically it was more of 
the same. Sharpay and Ryan with a lavish number 
about how they deserve the best in life. Troy and 
Gabriella get not one, not two but like four love 
ballads together. The kids yet again get suckered into 
doing a really big show that they really don't wanna be 
in but eventually warm up to the idea and give 110%. 
Troy gets another emotionally charged dance solo. 
And I think there are about three numbers that feature 
choreography with basketballs.  
  
I gotta give Kenny Ortega and his team credit for 
doing a fine job of filling up the screen with as much 
glam and pizazz as possible. It really is HSM in epic 
proportions. And I admire Ortega's perseverance. 
They laughed at him for Xanadu, they laughed at him 
for Newsies. Now he's on Mickey's elite squad. Who's 
laughing now? 
  
Not much more to say on the matter. If you liked HSM 
and HSM2 then you'll feel oh so comfortable with 
HSM3. It really ended on a nice beat. Well, this class 
did. With the introduction of three new sophomore 
characters (Tiara Gold / Jemma McKenzie-Brown, 
Jimmie "The Rocket" Zara / Matt Prokop, and Donny 
Dion / Justin Martin) the HSM franchise looks ready to 
start a new endeavor. Can you say "High School 
Musical: The New Class"?  
  
My Grade: B+ - High School Musical 3 gets 
supersized visuals and some interesting plots that 
focus on the futures of Troy and his pals. Good music 
and vivacious dancing but at the core it is just more of 
the same. Hey, if the formula works don't add 
ketchup.  
  
I'll kinda miss those kids, though. Yeah, they're 
Disney products and all that but they really are a 
gifted bunch. I'm sure I'll be seeing them in other 
things in the future.  
 

Trailer Trash by Aubrey Ward  
 
Paul Blart: Mall Cop - Kevin James stars as a man 
who wants to serve and protect. Since he can't pass 
the police tests he settles for protecting the shoppers 
of a New Jersey mall. When some crafty crooks bust 
in to stage a heist Blart gets his chance to show that 
he is law enforcement personified. Looks amusing, 

actually. Also looks like the character will give New 
Jersey some much needed props (way better, 
hopefully, than Kate Hudson's character in The 
Skeleton Key. ugh.). 1/16/09 
www.paulblartmallco p.com  
  
Push - Every few millenia, evolution leaps forward 
and produces a small group of people that are born 
with extra talents such as telekinesis, superspeed, 
and clairvoyance. Two of these special beings (Chris 
Evans & Dakota Fanning) team up to take down an 
organization called The Division that captures these 
people and turns them into WMAs with legs. I guess if 
ya like X-Men and Heroes then you'll love this. 
Visuals look promising yet Matrix-esque at times. 
Okay, low levels of originality but I bet the fun factor is 
pretty high. Throw in a scene with a shirtless Chris 
Evans and you got a deal! 2/6/09 
http://www.trailera ddict.com/ trailer/push/ trailer  
  
Bride Wars - Anne Hathaway and Kate Hudson are 
longtime BFFs. They both dream of having their 
weddings at a swanky hotel (The Plaza or something 
like that). Now they're all grown up, found their mates, 
and set their dates at the dream site. A booking mixup 
results in one of the ladies has to 
sacrifice her wedding date. All bonds are off when 
neither buddy wants to postpone their special 
day. Um, well, it looks funny. Some of the stunts are 
pretty vicious such as Hathaway's botched tanning 
and Hudson's hair care horror. After all these years 
of advancing civilizations and evolved states of 
conciousness. ...a good catfight is still very 
entertaining. 1/9/09 
 www.bridewars. com 
  
Knowing - Many years ago there was this kooky fad 
called the time capsule. Usually a flaky science class 
excercise that involved students putting stuff into a 
container made of a rare space age material called 
Tupperware. They bury the thing and then years later 
another sad group of students dig it up and marvel at 
the ancient artifacts of the past such as the yo-yo and 
the rotary telephone.  
  
In a certain capsule a boy finds a piece of paper with 
a bunch of numbers on it. He gives it to his dad 
(Nicholas Cage) who I guess is some kind of 
numerologist or accountant. Dad discovers the 
numbers are dates and the dates correspond to tragic 
world events such as 9/11 & Hurricane Katrina. Dad 
tries to convince the authorities while also trying to 
prevent people from being hurt on the upcoming 
dates on the cursed paper. One of his friends asks, 
"What happens after the last date?"...... OOH! The 
suspense! I dunno. Looks kinda lame. I'll wait for 
some more clips. 3/20/09 
www.knowing- themovie. com  
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Confessions of a Shopaholic - Isla Fisher (who I 
swear is Amy Adams' twin sister) is a woman 
who really dug those Wilma & Betty shopping sprees 
on The Flintstones. When the credit card 
companies start howling for money our shopaholic 
finagles her way into a posh job at a fashion 
magazine. Cue Leslie Bibb as the mean co-worker 
who can smell Fisher's fakeness. Cue Hugh Dancy as 
the cute guy that will see her as the light in the dark of 
the corporate tunnel. Cue Fisher trying to cover up 
her lack of skills (such as speaking Finnish) through 
amusing banter and stunts. Looks like a great fantasy 
movie or an interesting guide on how to effectively 
make it up the corporate ladder with a fake resume'. 
2/13/09 
http://confessionso fashopaholic. movies.go. com/  
  
Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince - I know its 
Harry. I'm wild about Harry and Hermione and Ron 
but I'm ticked that Warner Brothers shoved the film all 
the way to friggin' July. And then they have the nerve 
to show a new trailer for it now. Now! Around the 
same time the movie was supposed to be released! 
Bad humor or good marketing? I dunno but this fuller 
trailer promises that Half Blood Prince will be worth 
the wait. 7/17/09 
http://harrypotter. warnerbros. com/harrypottera 
ndthehalf- bloodprince/ 
  
The Tale of Despereaux - A new CG toon based on 
some book I never heard of about a mouse named 
Despereaux. Not only is an "ugly duckling" because of 
his humongous ears but also beacuse he doesn't 
seem to fear the same things his "mousethren" do like 
cats, humans and carving knives. Looks charming. 
Someone else go see it and tell me if its worth renting 
six months from now. Thanks! 12/19/08 
www.thetaleofdesper eaux.com  
  
Doubt - Did I do this one? I don't remember and I'm 
too lazy to look through my archives to check. This is 
based on the hit Broadway drama about some 
allegedly sinning going on in a Catholic School in the 
1960s. By the look of the preview it seems Meryl 
Streep is convinced that Father Phillip Seymour 
Hoffman is up to no good with a certain young male 
student. I missed the play (darn!) but it looks like 
Streep and Hoffman are gonna shake the altar like a 
baptist revival (that's a good thing). 1/8/09 
www.doubt-themovie. com  
  
Cadillac Records - A historwood movie about the 
record company that produced records for music 
legends such as Etta James (Beyonce Knowles) and 
Muddy Waters (Jeffrey Wright). Looks interesting and 
I hate to admit I'm really curious to see Ms. Knowles 
peformance. Could this be Oscar nod #2? We shall 
see. 12/5/08 
www.sonypictures. com/movies/cadillacrecords/  

 
The Unborn - A girl discovers that the strange 
phenomena she's experiencing is due to her unborn 
twin's restless spirit trying to find a way into existence. 
Well, the trailer states that this is from the same guys 
that brought us "Batman Begins" & "Dark Knight". 
They even brought in Gary Oldman to boost their 
'cred'. And is Meagan Goode trying to nab the 
Scream Queen crown or what? This is the third horror 
flick I've seen her in. Maybe she just likes scary 
movies? Only her hairdresser knows fer sure. 1/9/09 
www.theunbornmovie. net  
  
Punisher: War Zone - Ray Stevensen dons the skull 
t-shirt to take down crime one mobster at a time. It 
certainly looks darker and grittier than that 2004 piece 
of poo. But it seems, based on the trailer, that the 
violence has been toned down. Not a lot of guns and 
knives and stuff. Weird, huh? 12/5/08 
www.punisherwarzone movie.com  
  
Marley & Me - A couple adopt a dog as an 
introduction to child rearing. Unfortunately for them 
Marley used to be owned by Satan. Fortunately for 
the viewer this will result in a whole lot of funny 
moment. 50% of which have already been 
prominently displayed in the trailer. I hate surprises, 
don't you? 12/25/08 
www.marleyandmemovi e.com  
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Upcoming Conventions 
 
 
Arisia 2009 
January 16-19, 2009  
Hyatt Regency Cambridge, Cambridge, MA  
http://2009.arisia.org/ 
 
Arisia is New England’s largest and most diverse Science Fiction and Fantasy Convention. This year's theme is The 
Fabric of Science Fiction. Woven from many fibers —  facts and theories, fairy tales and rumors, gossamer threads of 
the mind’s fancy —  Science Fiction and Fantasy warp the imagination by weaving intricate patterns that define who 
and what we are. We welcome you to the newest fabrication. 
 

Lunacon (3/20/2009)  

I-Con in Stony Brook (4/3/2009) 

 NY Comic Con (February 6-8, 2009)   

AnimeNext:  So, we bet you have been wondering what the dates are for AnimeNEXT 2009. Well 
here you go. AnimeNEXT 2009 is going to begin on Friday, June 12, 2009 and continue until Sunday, 
June 14, 2009.  AnimeNEXT 2009 is Moving! Your favorite New York and New Jersey area anime 
convention is moving to a larger facility for the 2009 convention. We are moving to the bigger and better 
facilities at the Garden State Exhibit Center and the DoubleTree Somerset Hotel in Somerset, New 
Jersey, less than one hour away from our former facilities in Secaucus.  

 


